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Abstract
is thesis explores annotation of multiword expressions in the Prague Depend-
ency Treebank 2.0. We explain, what we understand as multiword expressions
(MWEs), review the state of PDT 2.0 with respect to MWEs and present our an-
notation.We describe the data format developed for the annotation, the annotation
tool, and other soware developed to allow for visualisation and searching of the
data. We also present the annotation lexicon SemLex and analysis of the annota-
tion.



Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Motivation

Various projects involving lexico-semantic annotation have been ongoing formany
years. Among those there are the projects of word sense annotation, usually for cre-
ating training data for word sense disambiguation. However majority of these pro-
jects have only annotated very limited number of word senses (cf. Kilgarriff 1998).
Even among those that aim towards “all words” word-sense annotation, multiword
expressions (MWE) are not annotated adequately (see Mihalcea 1998 or Hajič et
al. 2004), because for their successful annotation a methodology allowing iden-
ti cation of new MWEs during annotation is required. Existing dictionaries that
includeMWEs concentrate only on themost frequent ones, but we argue that there
are many more MWEs that can only be identi ed (and added to the dictionary) by
annotation.

ere are various projects for identi cation of named entities (for an overview
see Ševčíková et al., 2007). We explain below, mainly in Section 1.2, why we con-
sider named entities to be concerned with lexical meaning. At this place we just
wish to recall that these projects only select some speci c parts of text and provide
information only for these. ey do not aim for full lexico-semantic annotation of
texts.

ere is also another group of projects that have to tackle the problem of lexical
meaning, namely treebanking projects that aim to develop a deeper layer of annota-
tion in addition to a surface syntactic layer. is deeper layer is generally agreed to
concern lexical meaning. To our best knowledge, the lexico-semantic annotations
still deal with separate words, phrases are split and their parts are connected with
some kind of dependency. Furthermore, only words with valency are involved in
projects like NomBank (Meyers et al., 2004), PropBank (Palmer et al., 2005) or
PDT-VALLEX (Hajič et al., 2003).

9



10 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

1.2 Introduction
In our project we annotate all occurrences of MWEs (including named entities,
see below) in PDT 2.0. When we speak of multiword expressionswe simply mean
“idiosyncratic interpretations that cross word boundaries” (Sag et al., 2002), see
Section 2.We do not inspect various types ofMWEs, because we are not concerned
in their grammatical attributes. We only want to identify them. Once there is a
lexicon with them and their occurrences annotated in a corpus, the description
and classi cation of MWEs can take place, but that is a new, different project.

We distinguish a special type of MWEs, for which we are mainly interested in
its type, during the annotation: named entities (NE). Treatment of NEs together
with other MWEs is important, because syntactic functions are more or less ar-
bitrary inside a NE (consider an address with phone numbers, etc.) and so is the
assignment of semantic roles. at is why we need each NE to be combined into a
single node, just like we do it with MWEs in general.

For the purpose of annotation we have built a repository of MWEs, which we
call SemLex. We have built it using entries from some existing dictionaries, but it
was signi cantly enriched during the annotation in order to contain every MWE
that was annotated. We explain this in detail in Chapters 6 and 7.

NEs can in general be also single-word, but in this phase of our project we are only interested
in multiword expressions, so when we say NE in this paper, we always mean multiword.



Chapter 2

Multiword expressions

Baldwin (2004) de nes MWEs very broadly as entities that are:

• “decomposable into multiple simplex words,” and

• “lexically, syntactically, semantically, pragmatically and/or statistically idio-
syncratic.”

His examples are as follows: “San Francisco, ad hoc, by and large, Where Eagles
Dare, kick the bucket, part of speech, in step, the Oakland Raiders, trip the light fant-
astic, telephone box, call (someone) up, take a walk, do a number on (someone), take
(unfair) advantage (of), pull strings, kindle excitement, fresh air, …”

From the de nition and the examples it is clear that Baldwin includes not only
idioms and complex verbs, but also any named entities and even any statistically or
pragmatically important collocations. At least that is what we understand as “stat-
istically idiosyncratic”. Such expressions include “environmental policy” but also
“salt and pepper”, which is semantically quite compositional and simple, but stat-
istically the order of its components is signi cant. In the Corpus of Contemporary
American English (COCA, http://www.americancorpus.org/), there are 3648
occurrences of “salt and pepper” vs. 62 occurrences of “pepper and salt”. Of the
62 occurrences 60 are in recipes. is is rather extreme case of “statistical idiosyn-
crasy”; as such it well illustrates the point.

Such a broad de nition basically says that MWEs are “interesting collocations”
but in its broadness it is not suitable for our purpose. We are more interested in the
more conventional approach that Baldwin has in most of his other (co-authored)

We avoid a MWE (sic!) “statistically signi cant” on purpose, because we assume that Baldwin
also avoids it on purpose when using a word “idiosyncratic”. As far as we know “statistically idiosyn-
cratic” is not a well de ned term byt we understand it as saying that not any statistically signi cant
difference in distribution is peculiar enough to be called “idiosyncratic”. We are fully aware how
imprecise this sounds.

11
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12 CHAPTER 2. MULTIWORD EXPRESSIONS

papers (Baldwin et al., 2003; Sag et al., 2002). MWEs are viewed as “cohesive lex-
emes that cross word boundaries”. is seems to be the most common de nition
of MWEs in NLP, as long as we abstract from differences in terminology.

ere are of course many de nitions of multiword expressions, multiword lex-
emes, phrasemes, idioms, and many other concepts that are more or less closely
related. ey are classi ed by many criteria, oen into ne hierarchies of types and
subtypes. Several of the important classi cations are presented in Pecina (2009).
For an exhaustive treatment of the issue see Čermák (2010).

We shall not go into detail of these classi cations, however, because the rather
intuitive view ofMWEs as presented above is rather close to our view: idiosyncratic
expressions that cross word boundaries. is way the de nition is broad enough to
account for idioms, as well as multiword terminology, and also many, though not
all, named entities, as discussed in Section 2.1.

2.1 Named entities
Named entities are a concept originating in information extraction (Jurafsky and
Martin, 2008). is concept is well rooted in NLP but it does not exist in classical
lexicology and its de ning criteria do not correspond with a de nition of a lexical
unit, lexeme, or any other lexicological or lexicographic concept of our knowledge.

We use the NE classi cation by Ševčíková et al. (2007) as a starting point and
modify it a bit (see Section 6.1). However the de nition of what named entities are
is problematic:

„Pojmenované entity jsou jednotlivá slova nebo slovní spojení, která v
textu vystupují jako pojmenování osob, míst, rem apod. Cílem anotace
je označení všech pojmenovaných entit v předloženém lineárním textu.
Současná anotace bude zaměřena na identi kaci především těch pojme-
novaných entit, které jsou zapsány s velkým počátečním písmenem.“

e de nition basically says that named entities are single- or multi-word units
that are used to name persons, locations, rms, etc. I.e. named entities are the ex-
pressions used to name entities. It is actually hard to call this a de nition at all.

It is nevertheless not easy to de ne named entities properly. Other authors do
not fare much better. For instance Jurafsky and Martin (2008) say that “By named
entity, we simply mean anything that can be referred to with a proper name.” It
is practically the same de nition as above. ey further explain that for practical
concerns the notion of NEs is oen extended “to include things that aren’t entit-
ies per se, but nevertheless have practical importance and do have characteristic
signatures that signal their presence; examples include dates, times, named events,
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and other kinds of temporal expressions, as well as measurements, counts, prices,
and other kinds of numerical expressions.”

We believewe can nowprovide at least some additional constraints to the de n-
ition by Ševčíková et al. above: To be considered a named entity an expressionmust
share at least some features of idioms: it cannot be an exploitation (seeHanks, 2010),
i.e. itmust ful l some criteria of stability. However, unlike idioms,NEs can still vary
signi cantly in form. An address can be tweaked inmany small ways, still being the
same address. So the stability of NEs can be described as normality: observance of
common “design patterns”, or “signatures”, as they are called by Jurafsky and Mar-
tin.
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Chapter 3

How are things in PDT 2.0

3.1 Prague Dependency Treebank
We work with the Prague Dependency Treebank (PDT, see Hajič, 2005), which is
a large corpus with rich annotation on three layers: it has in addition to the mor-
phological and the surface syntactic layers also the tectogrammatical layer. (In fact,
there is also one non-annotation layer, representing the “raw-text” segmented into
documents, paragraphs, and tokens.) Annotation of a sentence on the morpho-
logical layer consists of attaching several attributes to the tokens of the w-layer,
the most important of which are morphological lemma and tag. A sentence at the
analytical layer is represented as a rooted ordered tree with labeled nodes. e de-
pendency relation between two nodes is captured by an edge with a functional
label. e tectogrammatical layer has been construed as the layer of the (literal)
meaning of the sentence and thus should be composed of monosemic lexemes and
the relations between their occurrences.

On the tectogrammatical layer only the autosemantic words form nodes in a
tree (t-nodes). Synsemantic (function) words are represented by various attributes
of t-nodes. Each t-node has a lemma: an attribute whose value is the node’s ba-
sic lexical form. Currently t-nodes, and consequently their t-lemmas, are still vis-
ibly derived from the morphological division of text into tokens. is preliminary
handling has always been considered unsatisfactory in FGD. ere is a clear goal
to distinguish t-lemmas through their senses, but this process has not been com-
pleted so far.

With a few exceptions, such as personal pronouns (that refer to other lexeme) or coordination
heads.

FunctionalGenerativeDescription (FGD, Sgall et al., 1986;Hajičová et al., 1998) is a framework
for systematic description of a language, that the PDT project is based upon. In FGD units of the
t-layer are construed equivalently to monosemic lexemes and are combined into dependency trees,
based on syntactic valency of the t-nodes.

15



16 CHAPTER 3. HOW ARE THINGS IN PDT 2.0

Figure 3.1 shows the relations between the neighboring layers of PDT.

Byl          by        šel          dolesa       .

Byl         by        šel       do     lesa       .

Byl          by                   do                
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Figure 3.1: e rendered Czech sentence Byl by šel dolesa. (lit.: He-was would went
toforest.) contains past conditional of the verb “jít” (to go) and a typo “toforest”
repaired on m-layer.

Our project aims at improving the current state of t-lemmas. Our goal is to as-
sign each t-node a t-lemma thatwould correspond to a lexeme, i.e. that would really
distinguish the t-node’s lexical meanings. To achieve this goal, in the rst phase of
the project, which we report on in this paper, we identify multiword expressions
and create a lexicon of the corresponding lexias. A simple view of the result of our
annotations is given in the Figure 3.2, some technical details are in Section 7.4.

In the Prague dependency treebank version 2.0 (Hajič et al., 2006) there are
several functors that refer to multiword expressions (MWEs) in one way or an-
other. ere are also two technical lemmas #Idph and #Forn that identify roots of
subtrees representing MWE’s. Tectogrammatical annotation is described in detail
in Mikulová et al. (2006).

3.2 Current state of MWEs in PDT 2.0
During the annotation of valency, which is a part of the tectogrammatical layer of
PDT 2.0, the t-lemmas, have been basically identi ed for all the verbs and some
nouns and adjectives. e resulting valency lexicon is called PDT-VALLEX (Hajič
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Can word sense disambiguation help statistical machine translation?

help

disambiguation

sense

word

translation

machine

statistical

#root

help

WSD MT

#root

statistical

Annotation 
Lexicon

WSD …

MT …

Figure 3.2: Schema of the changes in t-trees aer integration of our annotations;
every MWE forms a single node and has its lexicon entry

et al., 2003) and we can see it as a repository of lexemes based on verbs, adjectives
and nouns in PDT that have valency.

is is a starting point for having t-nodes corresponding to lexemes. How-
ever in the current state it is not fully sufficient even for verbs, mainly because
parts of MWEs are not joined into one node. Parts of frames marked as idiomatic
are still represented by separate t-nodes in a tectogrammatical tree (e.g. nodes
with t-lemmas “co” in Figure 3.3 or “k_dispozici” in Figure 3.5). Verbonom-
inal phrasemes are also split into two nodes, where the nominal part is governed
by the verb. Non-verbal idioms have not been annotated at all in the current state
of PDT.

In Figures 3.3, 3.4, and 3.5 we give several examples of t-trees in PDT 2.0, that
include idioms, light verb constructions and named entities:

It is so because in PDT-VALLEX valency is not the only criterion for distinguishing frames
(=meanings). Two words with the same morphological lemma and valency frame are assigned two
different frames if their meaning differs.
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co

nevidět kde #PersPron

objevit_se

Figure 3.3: Idiom Co nevidět meaning “in a blink (of an eye)”, (literally: what not-
see)
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( )

( ) ( )
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( )

Klaus ACT

Václav RSTR premiér RSTR

#Oblfm DIR3

pŉivézt PRED

Moskva DIR1 smlouva PAT

ochrana PAT

investice PAT

Figure 3.4: A sentence featuring a personal name and a name of a bilateral treaty
(which is not the exact official name, however, thus it is not capitalised)
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Figure 3.5: A t-tree of a sentence featuring a light verb constructionmít k dispozici
(lit.: to have at [one’s] disposal) and a named entity (a product nameAsistent pod-
nikatele (lit.: assistant of-businessman) that looks like a common phrase, except for
the capital ‘A’.
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Chapter 4

S-Data

4.1 Introduction
When we faced the prospect of creating annotations of MWEs in the PDT, we
already knew that we wanted to work with t-layer, as described in Section 1.1. We
were however reluctant to add our data directly into t- les. e principal reason
was our uncertainty whether this information really belongs to the tectogrammat-
ical layer of description. ere were also secondary, but all the more practical reas-
ons: the t- les are rather complex and we wanted a simple way to isolate our an-
notations. Also, we prefer to keep the stable PDT 2 as is and clearly separate our
experiments from this stable data.

at is whywe decided to create a stand-off layer for any additional annotations
that use nodes of a tree and creates some new units, while linking these new units
to entries from some annotation lexicon. Since PDT 2 uses the PML format, our
obvious choice was to design an additional PML layer.

4.2 PML – Prague Markup Language
PML is a language designed by Pajas and Štěpánek (2005) for structured linguistic
annotation. It can be used equally well for speech data (Hajič et al., 2008), text
corpora annotated using dependency syntax, phrase-structure trees, or even both
together as different layers of annotation over single underlying data (cf. Cinková
et al., 2009). Dictionaries can also be represented in PML, e.g. PDT-Vallex – the
valency dictionary that is a part of the PDT 2.0 (Hajič et al., 2003).

PML is a XML language, which means it can take advantage of the rich exist-
ing XML tools, above else parsers and validators. PML itself however de nes in
addition many data types and a system of roles. To allow for efficient design and
validation of PML les, there is PML Schema. PML Schema les themselves can be

21



22 CHAPTER 4. S-DATA

validated using RelaxNG. e schema of PML work ow is illustrated in Figure 4.1.
e full set of tools for working with PML data was published as the PML Toolkit
(Pajas and Štěpánek, 2009).

pml_schema.rng

PML-schema
some_schema.xml

PML Schema
other_schema.xml

Simplified PML Schema

RelaxNG Schema

<include>

<schema>

XSLT (pml2rng.xsl)

Data validation using RelaxNG

PML Specification

Format specification

Data 1
Data 1

Data
PML Instance

pml_simplify pml_simplify

Data validation using RelaxNG

Figure 4.1: A schema of a PML work ow. It does not illustrate all the possible in-
teractions of PML data and schema les.

4.3 e design and the PML schema of s-data
s-data means s-layer PML les and the PML schema of these les. e idea behind
s-data design is to have a simple way to store additional “sense” annotations over
any layer of PDT. e annotations are stored as a set of “sense” nodes. Each s-node
contains a link to a sense repository (annotation lexicon) and a set of references to
nodes (m-, a- or t-) that correspond to an instance of the sense. An s- le is thus

Although we have created the PML schema of s-layer primarily for annotations of MWEs,
we made it quite generic. It can be utilized for any treebank annotations that use a large lexicon.
For instance one s- le can contain multiple annotations of valency referencing to different valency
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basically a simple at list of s-nodes. It does not contain any trees. A single s- le
can only reference a single PDT le: either tectogrammatical, or analytical, or even
morphological layer can be used, but references to different layers cannot bemixed
in one s- le. Figure 4.2 shows a relation of s-layer to PDT layers and SemLex.

w-layer

m-layer

a-layer

t-layer

s-layer
or

SemLex

or

Figure 4.2: Relation of s-layer to PDT and SemLex

e design of s-data is
quite universal. S- les can be
used to provide additional an-
notations over any PML les
that contain nodes thati have
an attribute ID. e sense re-
pository (annotation lexicon)
can be any dictionary that
provides IDs for the entries.
e tools used in our annota-
tions mostly expect PDT PML
or the particular s- les that we
have used, but that is mostly for convenience. Should the need appear to adapt the
work ow a different corpus represented by PML les and a different annotation
lexicon, the changes required would be rather minor.

e PML schema of s-data (see the code listing 4.4) is also not too complex: the
elements reference in the beginning say that s- les can use references to nodes
de ned inm-data, a-data, or t-data, and in SemLex.en there is a de nition of the
main structure of an s- le: the root element sdatawith the child meta formetadata
about the annotation and the child wsd for the annotation itself. e annotation,
i.e. content of the wsd element, is de ned as a sequence of sm-, sa-, or st-nodes.
ose nodes are units that refer to nodes in m-, a- or t- les to de ne their extent,
as described below. e whole sequence must contain nodes of only one of these
types, because we cannot think of annotation that would require mixing references
to m-nodes, a-nodes and t-nodes.

Aer de ning the structure of s- les, the schema de nes the node types men-
tioned above. In order to do that, there is rst a de nition of a generic s-node. is
generic s-node cannot be used in annotations directly, since it was not named in
the de nition of the element wsd, as described above. us we can see the de ni-
tion of s-node as a description of common features of the real s-nodes: an s-node
must have attributes ID and src and an element lexicon-id, that contains an ID or
other unique identi er of an entry in an annotation lexicon, i.e. SemLex in our case
(but it can be a different lexicon, in different data format, so the value of lexicon-

dictionaries. is generic nature of s-layer is the reason why it allows references to morphological,
analytical or tectogrammatical layer of PDT, even though in our current project we only need the
references to t-layer.
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id can be for instance a reference to a node in a PML le of a lexicon).
e speci c s-nodes: sm-, sa-, and st-node are de ned next. e mechanism

used for these de nitions is called derivation and is similar for instance to type
classes of some programming languages. It allows to de ne a generic type and then
derive its more speci c sub-types. All three de nitions are almost identical, so we
shall look only at the de nition of the st-node:

e element derive de nes the type st-node as a subtype of s-node. St-node
thus inherits all that has already been de ned for s-node and only extends the
de nition. e rest of the derivation de nes that every node of the type st-node
must have a main element <st-node> and it must also (in addition to ‘ID’, ‘src’,
and ‘lexicon-id’) contain an element <tnode.rfs> that shall contain a list of PML
references. An example of a single st-node is given in Figure 4.1. A short s-data
le from our annotations is given in Listing 4.5 to provide full example including

metadata and a list of annotated MWEs (i.e. st-nodes).

Listing 4.1: An st-node that identi es two nodes in a t-tree as a SemLex entry with
ID #institution – a named entity of the type ‘institution’.
< s t i d =” s−mf930709−001− l 6 1 ”>

< l e x i c on−id > s ## i n s t i t u t i o n </ l e x i c on−id >
< tnode . r f s >

<LM> t # t−mf930709−001−p3s1Bw14 </LM>
<LM> t # t−mf930709−001−p3s1Bw15 </LM>

</ tnode . r f s >
</ s t >

4.4 Visualisation
ere are two basic ways to view st-nodes: in SemAnn or in TrEd. Both of these
need to use the “t-a-m-w-” PDT les to display the sentence and/or the tree for
each sentence and then they read the st- le to add the information about st-nodes.
e st-nodes are displayed as colour boxes or bubbles over the words in a sentence
or nodes in a tree in SemAnn or TrEd respectively.

PML-TQ servermay seem like an obvious third choice for the visualisation, but
currently it is not the case. Since PML-TQ server uses TrEd for the visualisation of
trees, the SVG graphic representation of a tree in PML-TQ client is actually gener-
ated by b-TrEd server running on the PML-TQ server. e problem is that TrEd
does currently use bitmap patterns in addition to colours to distinguish between
node groups. e patterns are then not exported into SVG and the result is that
in our particular annotation we can see only partial information. While keeping
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the distinction of NE types and SemLex entries, we loose the information on an-
notators. ere is also no easy way to tell whether the extent of the node group is
correct, because in case annotators disagreed and one annotated nodes AB and the
other BC, the node groups would merge into ABC. at is why currently, until for
instance opacity is used to represent the information from patterns during SVG
export in TrEd, PML-TQ server is not a suitable visualisation tool for our annota-
tions.

4.4.1 Visualisation using SemAnn
e visualisation of annotated les in SemAnn has the advantage of showing whole
text with all the MWEs clearly marked in a single glance. Seeing the whole text is
very important, because context is crucial to distinguish some MWEs from iso-
morphic syntactic constructions that are fully transparent and have usually very
different meaning. Seeing the MWE itself isolated, it may be quite challenging to
come up with the meaning, even if one knows it immediately when the MWE is in
context. Take nohy postele for example.

Integration of the SemLex browser is also bene cial, because it allows fast and
convenient lookup of annotated MWEs in SemAnn. Details of SemAnn interface are
described in Section 5.1.

ere are, however, also some drawbacks of this “full plain text of an article”
approach:

• It provides no way to directly compare two or more annotations.

• It is not efficient in case one needs to examine not only the annotation, but
also the tectogrammatical tree structures, or any attributes of t-nodes.

4.4.2 Visualisation using TrEd
Figure 4.3 shows a tectogrammatical tree from a le that was annotated by two
annotators. One of them identi ed two MWEs in this tree, the other only one. We
can see that by looking at the patterns of the node groups (the “bubbles” around the
groups of nodes). e crosscheck pattern is actually an overlap of two co-extensive
node groups.

e colours used for node groups correspond to those used in SemAnn, but they
can be easily redi ned:

As a transparent syntactic construction, it means the legs of a bed. As an idiom it means the
part of a bed, where one puts one’s legs.

is is a quotation of the perl code from one of the source les of the TrEd extension: /pdt_t_
st/contrib/pdt_t_st/display_mwe_groups.mak

/pdt_t_st/contrib/pdt_t_st/display_mwe_groups.mak
/pdt_t_st/contrib/pdt_t_st/display_mwe_groups.mak
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my %mwe_colours = (
semlex => ’maroon’,
person => ’olive drab’,
institution => ’hot pink’,
location => ’Turquoise1’,
object => ’plum’,
address => ’light slate blue’,
time => ’lime green’,
biblio => ’#8aa3ff’,
foreign => ’#8a535c’,
other => ’orange1’,

);

More information on technical aspects of this visualisation follows in the next
section.

4.5 TrEd extension
TrEd has a powerful mechanism that allows it to be extended for new tasks. We
developed an extension pdt-t-st that allows to see MWEs as graphically marked
groups of tectogrammatical nodes. In order to do that we enhanced the t-data PML
schemawith information from s- les. For details on the resulting t-mwe-data PML
schema see the item tdata_mwe_schema.xml on page 29 and Listing 4.3.

Main features of the extension:

• Merges the st- les into t- les and allows to display these enriched tectogram-
matical trees.

• Types of annotated MWEs (i.e. types of NEs and SemLex entries) are distin-
guished with the same colours that were used in SemAnn during annotations.
is allows not only for easily seeing NE types, but also easily spotting an-
notators’ disagreement on them.

• Allows to merge annotations of several annotators into one t- le.

• Each annotator’s MWEs have a unique raster. It is thus easy to spot annot-
ators’ partial or full disagreement not on types of MWEs, but also on their
spans. See the MWE that was annotated by two annotators, and the one that
was not in Figure 4.3.

ere are two ways to merge the s-data and t-data:

1. Merge on opening the st- le in TrEd, and
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t-mf930709-001-p3s3
root

soud
ACT
n.denot

ústavní
RSTR
adj.denot

kter
ACT
n.pron.indef

b t
RSTR
v

org n
PAT
n.denot

soudní
RSTR
adj.denot

ochrana
APP
n.denot

stavnost
PAT
n.denot.neg

zah jit enunc
PRED
v

innost
PAT
n.denot.neg

Brno
LOC basic
n.denot

zá!í
TWHEN basic
n.denot

z!ejm
MOD
atom

.

. .

File: mf930709_001.st.gz, tree 6 of 14

Ústavní soud, kter" bude soudním orgánem ochrany ústavnosti, má zahájit #innost v Brn  z!ejm  v
zá!í.

Figure 4.3: MWEs displayed as node groups in a tectogrammatical tree. Different
angles of a pattern distinguish annotators, thus the crosscheck pattern means the
MWE was annotated by both. Colours distinguish SemLex entries (the expression
soudní orgán and types of NEs (the expression Ústavní soud is of a NE type ‘insti-
tution’.
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2. Static merge that produces the merged *.t.mwe.gz le.

e dynamic merging is done using a newly developed feature of TrEd⁴ that al-
lows to apply arbitrary Perl transformations on the input data. To see, how this is
done, see Listing 4.2. us we open the st- le, use the mechanism of extensions
to activate our extension by identifying the st- le as data the extension can pro-
cess and call our transformation. e transformation requires a t- le annotated
by this s- le to be present in the same directory. e t- le and s- le are parsed,
and for each st-node we nd a tectogrammatical tree that includes t-nodes annot-
ated (i.e. referenced) in this st-node. When we have a root of the correct t-tree,
the st-nodes are basically added into an attribute mwes of this t-root. e attrib-
ute is rather complex, because it contains lists of st-nodes for all annotators that
annotated any st-nodes in this tree. Some small transformations of st-nodes are
needed, as well as creation of some new XML nodes, to represent the inform-
ation from s- les in the t- les properly. For all the details inspect the code of
<tred-extensions-dir>/pdt_t_st/libs/SDataMerge.pm.⁵

Full structure of the extension is displayed in Figure 4.5. We shall brie y de-
scribe the most important components, with emphasis on the bits of information
that are not ideally documented.⁶

e extension can be used either in TrEd, as intended, for the most part,
or its merging functionality can be invoked without TrEd by using the les in
<ext>/bin/:⁷

merge-s-and-t-layer.pl – Integrates the s-layer annotation into the t-layer les.
T- les must be in the same directory as the s- les. Runs the merge, that is
actually implemented in the module SDataMerge.pm. is script is used to
generate t-mwe- les statically. is is needed for instance in order to get t-
mwe- les annotated by multiple annotators, because the transformation can
be run only on one s- le at a time. So tomerge two s- les with one t- le, rst
one ismerged statically, creating t-mwe- le and then this le is eithermerged
dynamically by opening a different s- le while this t-mwe- le is present in
the same directory, or by running this script again with a different s- le, res-
ulting in t-mwe- le with both annotations.

upgrade_st_data.pl – Detect the format of s- les and if they are in the legacy
format⁸used by SemAnn during annotations, correct the data.

⁴Developed by Petr Pajas
⁵e directory with TrEd extensions is platform dependent. On Linux and Mac OS X operating

systems it is ~/.tred/extensions/.
⁶e official documentation of extensions is a chapter of TrEd user manual: http://ufal.mff.

cuni.cz/~pajas/tred/ar01s17.html.
⁷See Figure 4.5
⁸Our original PML schema for s-data was incorrect, in terms of PML speci cation. at is,

upgrade_st_data.pl
~/.tred/extensions/
http://ufal.mff.cuni.cz/~pajas/tred/ar01s17.html
http://ufal.mff.cuni.cz/~pajas/tred/ar01s17.html
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contrib.mac – e main (required) le for TrEd macros used in an exten-
sion. By convention it oen just includes other les that really imple-
ment the macros. We keep the convention and all the macros are in
display_mwe_groups.mak.

display_mwe_groups.mak – All our macros, since all that our extension really
does, is highlighting the MWEs using TrEd node groups. es le also con-
tains a slightly tricky function “detect”, that detects whether the extension
can handle the data being opened by TrEd.⁹

SDataMerge.pm – e core of the extension. is Perl module contains the func-
tions to upgrade the legacy invalid s-data les to the valid ones, and the func-
tions to merge the valid -sdata into the t-data les, creating t-mwe-data les
that can be displayed and/or searched in TrEd.

pmlbackend-conf.inc –Alows to open unsupported les (st- les) and transform
them on the input. See the Listing 4.2.

sdata_schema.xml – PML schema for the input s- les, described in detail in Sec-
tion 4.3. It is used in the tdata_mwe_schema.xml, see below.

tdata_mwe_schema.xml – e PML schema of the t-data enhanced with inform-
ation from the s- les. It imports the complete t-data schema, then imports
st-node.type from s-data schema, and using these de nes a new structured
attribute of t-root (a root node of a tectogrammatical tree): e t-root can
have an attribute ‘mwes’ to contain any MWEs. at attribute must have at
least one child ‘annotator’ with an attribute ‘name’ that stores the annotator’s
name, and a content, that is a sequence (i.e. list) od st-nodes. See Figure 4.4
for an illustration.

Listing 4.2: pmlbackend-conf.inc.
Written by Petr Pajas – it allows an extension to use a Perl transformation on the
input le that is not directly supported by any existing backend. In the commented
section we can see that also any arbitrary shell command outputting valid PML to
STDOUT can be used as an alternative transformation.

1 <?xml v e r s i o n = ” 1 . 0 ” encod ing =” u t f −8”?>
2 <pmlbackend
3 xmlns =” h t t p : / / u f a l . mff . cun i . c z / pdt / pml / ”

however, the form of data we used during the whole course of annotations and consequently all the
legacy scripts expect this form.

⁹e tricky part is, what happens when several extensions claim the data. Deciding, which ex-
tension is the “right one” is not always trivial.
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Figure 4.4: A tectogrammatical tree with a mwes attribute containing the annota-
tions of two annotators and a corresponding tree with visualisation of this annota-
tion.

4 xmlns : x i =” h t t p : / / www. w3 . org / 2 0 0 1 / XInc lude ”>
5 <head >
6 <schema h r e f =” pmlbackend_conf_schema . xml ”/ >
7 </ head >
8 <transform_map >
9 < t r an s f o rm id =” s d a t a ” r oo t =” s d a t a ” ns =” h t t p : / /

u f a l . mff . cun i . c z / pdt / pml /” >
10 < in t yp e =” p e r l ” command=” r e q u i r e SDataMerge ;

r e t u r n SDataMerge : : t r an s f o rm (@_) ; ” / >
11 </ t r ans fo rm >
12 <!−−
13
14 o t h e r p o s s i b l i t y
15
16 < t r an s f o rm id =” s d a t a 2 ” r oo t =” s d a t a ” ns =” h t t p : / /

u f a l . mff . cun i . c z / pdt / pml /” >
17 < in t yp e =” s h e l l ” command=”merge−s−and−t− l a y e r .

p l ”>
18 <param name=”−S ” > </param>
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19 </ in >
20 </ t r ans fo rm >
21
22 −−>
23 </ transform_map >
24 </ pmlbackend >

Listing 4.3: tdata_mwe_schema.xml.
1 <?xml v e r s i o n = ” 1 . 0 ” encod ing =” u t f −8”?>
2 <pml_schema xmlns =” h t t p : / / u f a l . mff . cun i . c z / pdt / pml /

schema / ” v e r s i o n =”1 .1” >
3 < r e v i s i o n >0 .1 </ r e v i s i o n >
4 < d e s c r i p t i o n > PDT 2 . 0 t e c t o g r amma t i c t r e e s w i th

mul t iword l exemes and named e n t i t i e s </
d e s c r i p t i o n >

5 < r e f e r e n c e name=” ad a t a ” r e a d a s =” t r e e s ”/ >
6 < impor t schema=” tda t a_ s chema . xml ”/ >
7 < impor t t yp e =” s t−node . t yp e ” schema=” sda t a_ schema . xml

”/ >
8 < d e r i v e t yp e =” s t−node . t yp e ”>
9 < s t r u c t u r e name=” s−node ”>

10 <member a s _ a t t r i b u t e =”1” name=” id ” r e q u i r e d
=”1”>< cd a t a fo rmat =”ID ”/ > </member>

11 </ s t r u c t u r e >
12 </ d e r i v e >
13 < d e r i v e t yp e =” t−r oo t . t y p e ”>
14 < s t r u c t u r e r o l e =”#NODE” name=” t−r oo t ”>
15 <member name=”mwes” r e q u i r e d =”0” >
16 < sequence c o n t e n t _ p a t t e r n =”( anno t a t o r ) +”>
17 <e l ement name=” anno t a t o r ”>
18 < con t a i n e r >
19 < a t t r i b u t e name=”name” r e q u i r e d =”1” >
20 < cd a t a fo rmat =” any ”/ >
21 </ a t t r i b u t e >
22 <sequence >
23 <e l ement name=” s t ” t yp e =” s t−node . t yp e

”/ >
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24 </ sequence >
25 </ c on t a i n e r >
26 </ e lement >
27 </ sequence >
28 </member>
29 </ s t r u c t u r e >
30 </ d e r i v e >
31 </ pml_schema >
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Figure 4.5: e structure of the ‘pdt-t-st’ TrEd extension.
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Listing 4.4: s-data PML schema

1 <?xml v e r s i o n = ” 1 . 0 ” encod ing =” u t f −8”?>
2 <pml_schema xmlns =” h t t p : / / u f a l . mff . cun i . c z / pdt / pml /

schema / ” v e r s i o n =”1 .1” >
3 < d e s c r i p t i o n >PDT 2 . 0 s e n s e (WSD) anno t a t i on </

d e s c r i p t i o n >
4 < r e f e r e n c e name=”mdata ” r e a d a s =”dom”/ >
5 < r e f e r e n c e name=” ad a t a ” r e a d a s =”dom”/ >
6 < r e f e r e n c e name=” t d a t a ” r e a d a s =”dom”/ >
7 < r e f e r e n c e name=” semlex ”/ > <!−− f o r SemLex a s w e l l a s

Va l l e x , e t c . −−>
8
9 < roo t name=” s d a t a ”>

10 < s t r u c t u r e >
11 <member name=”meta ” r e q u i r e d =”1” >
12 < s t r u c t u r e >
13 <member name=” a nno t a t i o n _ i n f o ”>
14 < s t r u c t u r e name=” s−anno t a t i on−i n f o ”>
15 <member name=” l e x i c o n ” r e q u i r e d =”1”><

cd a t a fo rmat =” any ”/ > </member>
16 <member name=” anno t a t o r ” r e q u i r e d =”1”><

cd a t a fo rmat =” any ”/ > </member>
17 <member name=” v e r s i o n _ i n f o ”>< cd a t a fo rmat

=” any ”/ > </member>
18 <member name=” de s c ”>< cd a t a fo rmat =” any

”/ > </member>
19 </ s t r u c t u r e >
20 </member>
21 </ s t r u c t u r e >
22 </member>
23 <member name=”wsd ” r e q u i r e d =”1” >
24 <!−− No mixing o f r e f e r e n c e s to d i f f e r e n t

l a y e r s w i t h i n one f i l e −−>
25 < sequence c o n t e n t _ p a t t e r n = ” ( ( sm) + | ( s a ) + | ( s t ) +)

”>
26 <e l ement name=”sm” t yp e =”sm−node . t yp e ”/ >
27 <e l ement name=” s a ” t yp e =” sa−node . t yp e ”/ >
28 <e l ement name=” s t ” t yp e =” s t−node . t yp e ”/ >
29 </ sequence >
30 </member>
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31 </ s t r u c t u r e >
32 </ root >
33
34 <!−− s e n s e node , a t yp e wi th e l emen t s common f o r a l l

s e n s e nodes −−>
35 <!−− s−node id i s c o n s t r u c t e d a s a c on c a t e n a t i o n o f a

f i l e ID and the number
36 deno t i ng a l e x i a i n s t a n c e in th e g i v en f i l e .−−>
37 < t yp e name=” s−node . t yp e ”>
38 < s t r u c t u r e name=” s−node ”>
39 <member a s _ a t t r i b u t e =”1” name=” id ” r o l e =”# ID”

r e q u i r e d =”1”>< cd a t a fo rmat =”ID ”/ > </member>
40 <member a s _ a t t r i b u t e =”1” name=” s r c ” r e q u i r e d

=”0”>< cd a t a fo rmat =” any ”/ > </member>
41 <member name=” l e x i c on−i d ” r e q u i r e d =”1”>< cd a t a

fo rmat =” any ”/ > </member>
42 </ s t r u c t u r e >
43 </ type >
44
45 <!−− s−node l i n k i n g a s e n s e to a s e t o f m−nodes −−>
46 <!−− Most ly used f o r o ld anno t a t i on o f f i l e s t h a t don

’ t have t− l a y e r −−>
47 < d e r i v e name=”sm−node . t yp e ” t yp e =” s−node . t yp e ”>
48 < s t r u c t u r e name=”sm−node ”>
49 <member name=”mnode . r f s ”>
50 < l i s t o rde r ed =”0” >
51 < cd a t a fo rmat =”PMLREF”/ >
52 </ l i s t >
53 </member>
54 </ s t r u c t u r e >
55 </ d e r i v e >
56
57 <!−− s−node l i n k i n g a s e n s e to a s e t o f a−nodes −−>
58 < d e r i v e name=” sa−node . t yp e ” t yp e =” s−node . t yp e ”>
59 < s t r u c t u r e name=” sa−node ”>
60 <member name=” anode . r f s ”>
61 < l i s t o rde r ed =”0” >
62 < cd a t a fo rmat =”PMLREF”/ >
63 </ l i s t >
64 </member>
65 </ s t r u c t u r e >
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66 </ d e r i v e >
67
68 <!−− s−node l i n k i n g a s en s e to a s e t o f t−nodes −−>
69 < d e r i v e name=” s t−node . t yp e ” t yp e =” s−node . t yp e ”>
70 < s t r u c t u r e name=” s t−node ”>
71 <member name=” tnode . r f s ”>
72 < l i s t o rde r ed =”0” >
73 < cd a t a fo rmat =”PMLREF”/ >
74 </ l i s t >
75 </member>
76 </ s t r u c t u r e >
77 </ d e r i v e >
78
79 </ pml_schema >
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Listing 4.5: An s-data le. e annotation includes named entities (identi able by
their special SemLex IDs) as welll as other MWEs and also an automatically pre-
annotated MWE (line 19)

1 <?xml v e r s i o n = ” 1 . 0 ” encod ing =” u t f −8”?>
2 < s d a t a xmlns =” h t t p : / / u f a l . mff . cun i . c z / pdt / pml /” >
3 <head >
4 <schema h r e f =” sda t a_ schema . xml ”/ >
5 < r e f e r e n c e s >
6 < r e f f i l e i d =” t ” name=” t d a t a ” h r e f =” ln94203_3 . t .

gz ”/ >
7 < r e f f i l e i d =” s ” name=” semlex ” h r e f =” semlex . xml

”/ >
8 </ r e f e r e n c e s >
9 </ head >

10 <meta >
11 < anno t a t i o n_ i n f o >
12 < l e x i c on >SemLex Devel </ l e x i c on >
13 < anno t a to r >vimmrova </ anno t a to r >
14 < v e r s i o n _ i n f o / >
15 <de s c / >
16 </ anno t a t i on_ i n f o >
17 </meta >
18 <wsd>
19 < s t i d =” s−ln94203−3− l 2 ” s r c =” au to ”>
20 < l e x i c on−id > s ## person </ l e x i c on−id >
21 < tnode . r f s >
22 <LM> t # t−ln94203−3−p4s2w12 </LM>
23 <LM> t # t−ln94203−3−p4s2w13 </LM>
24 </ tnode . r f s >
25 </ s t >
26 < s t i d =” s−ln94203−3− l 3 ”>
27 < l e x i c on−id > s ## i n s t i t u t i o n </ l e x i c on−id >
28 < tnode . r f s >
29 <LM> t # t−ln94203−3−p4s2w15 </LM>
30 <LM> t # t−ln94203−3−p4s2w17 </LM>
31 <LM> t # t−ln94203−3−p4s2w18 </LM>
32 <LM> t # t−ln94203−3−p4s2w19 </LM>
33 <LM> t # t−ln94203−3−p4s2w20 </LM>
34 <LM> t # t−ln94203−3−p4s2w21 </LM>
35 </ tnode . r f s >
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36 </ s t >
37 < s t i d =” s−ln94203−3− l 4 ”>
38 < l e x i c on−id > s ## l o c a t i o n </ l e x i c on−id >
39 < tnode . r f s >
40 <LM> t # t−ln94203−3−p5s1w7 </LM>
41 <LM> t # t−ln94203−3−p5s1w8 </LM>
42 </ tnode . r f s >
43 </ s t >
44 < s t i d =” s−ln94203−3− l 5 ”>
45 < l e x i c on−id > s ## person </ l e x i c on−id >
46 < tnode . r f s >
47 <LM> t # t−ln94203−3−p5s1w19 </LM>
48 <LM> t # t−ln94203−3−p5s1w21 </LM>
49 </ tnode . r f s >
50 </ s t >
51 < s t i d =” s−ln94203−3− l 6 ”>
52 < l e x i c on−id > s ## l o c a t i o n </ l e x i c on−id >
53 < tnode . r f s >
54 <LM> t # t−ln94203−3−p5s6w2 </LM>
55 <LM> t # t−ln94203−3−p5s6w3 </LM>
56 </ tnode . r f s >
57 </ s t >
58 < s t i d =” s−ln94203−3− l 7 ”>
59 < l e x i c on−id > s #0000025022 </ l e x i c on−id >
60 < tnode . r f s >
61 <LM> t # t−ln94203−3−p2s1w17 </LM>
62 <LM> t # t−ln94203−3−p2s1w18 </LM>
63 </ tnode . r f s >
64 </ s t >
65 < s t i d =” s−ln94203−3− l 8 ”>
66 < l e x i c on−id > s #0000010260 </ l e x i c on−id >
67 < tnode . r f s >
68 <LM> t # t−ln94203−3−p3s2w20 </LM>
69 <LM> t # t−ln94203−3−p3s2w21 </LM>
70 <LM> t # t−ln94203−3−p3s2w22 </LM>
71 </ tnode . r f s >
72 </ s t >
73 < s t i d =” s−ln94203−3− l 9 ” s r c =” au to ”>
74 < l e x i c on−id > s #0000010260 </ l e x i c on−id >
75 < tnode . r f s >
76 <LM> t # t−ln94203−3−p4s3w7 </LM>
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77 <LM> t # t−ln94203−3−p4s3w8 </LM>
78 <LM> t # t−ln94203−3−p4s3w9 </LM>
79 </ tnode . r f s >
80 </ s t >
81 < s t i d =” s−ln94203−3− l 1 0 ” s r c =” au to ”>
82 < l e x i c on−id > s #0000010260 </ l e x i c on−id >
83 < tnode . r f s >
84 <LM> t # t−ln94203−3−p5s6w14 </LM>
85 <LM> t # t−ln94203−3−p5s6w15 </LM>
86 <LM> t # t−ln94203−3−p5s6w16 </LM>
87 </ tnode . r f s >
88 </ s t >
89 < s t i d =” s−ln94203−3− l 1 1 ”>
90 < l e x i c on−id > s #0000031685 </ l e x i c on−id >
91 < tnode . r f s >
92 <LM> t # t−ln94203−3−p5s5w7 </LM>
93 <LM> t # t−ln94203−3−p5s5w8 </LM>
94 <LM> t # t−ln94203−3−p5s5w9 </LM>
95 </ tnode . r f s >
96 </ s t >
97 </wsd>
98 </ sda t a >
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Chapter 5

SemAnn

e annotation tool SemAnn is written in Perl 5 with Perl/Tk GUI toolkit. e
annotation tool depends on working installation of TrEd, speci cally its unix in-
stallation, because it uses nTrEd for efficient execution of TrEd scripts in the back-
ground. nTrEd however, unlike TrEd itself or bTrEd, does not work on Windows.

SemAnn itself is composed of several main parts:
• e main application le sem-ann.pl mostly implements the application

frontend. It implements the GUI, loads an s- le, a SemLex, and a log le
for this s- le, if it had already been annotated. en it takes care of all the
interaction with the user and writes s- le, SemLex, and a log le.

• n-TrEd backend that is used to

– generate surface sentences from tectogrammatical trees in t- les that
are then displayed in the SemAnn GUI,

– perform all the on-the y pre-annotations (Section 7.3)

A TrEd engine without a GUI with a few modi cations aimed towards batch
processing is called b-TrEd. n-TrEd is essentially a modi cation of b-TrEd
that allows it to run as a daemon and process scripts over a network. We
opted for n-TrEd, even though we ran it locally, because it can run as a dae-
mon, thus eliminating a signi cant startup penalty of b-TrEd. What we call
“n-TrEd backend” is thus the running n-TrEd instance itself (that is started
by the SemAnn during start-up, if there has not been a running instance de-
tected), and the scripts used to generate the sentences that are displayed in
SemAnn and to pre-annotate MWEs using their tectogrammatical tree struc-
tures.

www.perl.org; dev.perl.org/perl5
http://search.cpan.org/~srezic/Tk-804.029/
these scripts were written entirely by E. Bejček (2010).
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Figure 5.1: An annotated document in SemAnn. the yellow “selection tag” is barely
visible on the word soudním, because over a different colour tag, selection has just
a bezel. e SemLex entry that is displayed in the Semlex-part of the UI – soudní
orgán – is the one used to annotate the selected word. e black font colour in two
tags distinguishes automatically pre-annotated MWEs.
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• e module SemLex.pm is used to read, save, query, and edit SemLex.

• e module SemLex_heslo.pm implements the SemLex entry: its structure,
attributes and accessors.

• ere is also a suite of miscellaneous scripts mostly for validation of annot-
ated data, comparing and merging multiple annotations, merging annotat-
ors’ SemLexes, computing reliability of annotations, and other small tasks
related to annotation and managing the annotated data and SemLexes.

5.1 User interface
euser interface (shown in Figure 5.1) is divided threemain parts:e text widget
displaying the annotated text, a row of buttons to create annotations by NE tags,
show info on annotations, or remove tags, and an editor of SemLex.

5.1.1 Text widget
e text, displayed for the annotator, is generated from the tectogrammatical trees
(using also information from lower layers). at is, why for each document to be
annotated, all the PDT les must be present ( t-, a-, m-, and w-layer).

It is possible to generate the surface (plain text) sentence from a t-tree using the
‘built-in’ function PML_T::GetSentenceString($root). Such a sentence is com-
plete, correct, has correct spacing around punctuation, but it contains no relation
to the t-layer anymore. And we want to keep this connection in order to be able to
annotate the t-nodes, not just words (see Section 7). us Eduard Bejček wrote the
script get_sent_t-layer.btred, that creates a representation connecting words
in a sentence with tectogrammatical IDs of the t-nodes fromwhich these words are
generated. is representation is actually input into the text widget and everything
but the words is hidden from the annotators’ view. e tecto-IDs are then what
gets really annotated, using the words.e full representation can, however, be dis-
played using Debug menu commands. It is shown in Figure 5.2 in comparison to
the “plain text” as normally displayed (with no actual annotations to keep the view
simple).

5.1.2 Annotation buttons
e row of buttons below the text widget and the status bar is rather straightfor-
ward:

e rst group (from the le) contains two buttons that are connected to gen-
eral commands used for all annotations (NEs and other SemLex entries alike). e

get_sent_t-layer.btred
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Figure 5.2: Comparison of the plain text, as normally displayed, and the underlying
representation that is used to relate the actions of annotators who mark words, to
the references to tectogrammatical nodes that are actually saved in the annotation
les.
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rst button shows a tag (i.e. the corresponding SemLex entry), on the word in fo-
cus (the word that is selected, or in which the cursor is placed). e second button
removes the tag on the word in focus.

e second group of buttons simply creates NE tags over the selection.
e last check button toggles the on-the- y pre-annotation of other instances

of the same MWE that annotator annotates, in the rest of the text (pre-annotation
type D, see p. 59).

5.1.3 SemLex editor

e SemLex editor and browser (see the lower part of Figure 5.1) simply displays
SemLex entries, allows to edit them, or to search SemLex by basic or lemmatised
forms (see Figure 5.3), and browse the search results (using their basic forms).
ere is also a function to annotate the selected words (t-nodes) with the current
SemLex entry. It is mapped simply to the return/enter key, once the focus moves
from the SemLex part of the GUI to the text widget.

e attributes of an entry that are displayed include the basic and lemmatised
form of an entry, its ID and source, example of usage, synonyms, if present, and
a gloss. ere is also a time stamp and a signature of the last modi cation. e
attributes of a SemLex entry are explained in detail in Section 6.3.1.

e search string is by default matched as a substring, and there is a check box
to toggle case sensitivity. However when needed (and in case an annotator has the
knowledge), full Perl regular expressions can be used.

Figure 5.3: A result of a search in SemLex by a substring of the lemmatised form:
206 entries were found (see the status line at the top). Browsing the basic forms of
the results.
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5.1.4 General UI remarks
Inspired by commandmode of modal text editors and by some annotation regimes
of TrEd, we made all the annotation commands single-letter. at was made pos-
sible by making the text read-only. Since the letters are not used for input, they can
be mapped to commands. All the command (and so the buttons) are named (in
Czech) in such manner, that their rst letter can be mapped to perform the com-
mand. Only the command for removing annotation is mapped to the capital letter
(‘O’ for ‘odstranit’) for safety reasons.

5.2 Annotation logs
An important, and as far as we know unique, feature of SemAnn is the design of
annotation logs. As soon as an s- leis loaded in SemAnn, a *.st.log le is created
and every action taken henceforth, that modi es the s- le, is logged, together with
a timestamp.

Logs are saved in YAML format and timestamps are human readable on pur-
pose. us it is easy to visually inspect the logs in case of problems with sfs, e.g.
data corruption. It was helpful on several occasions. However the main point of
logs is different. We created them mostly to be able to gain some insight into the
process of annotations.

During several previous annotation projects (cf. Hajič et al., 2004; Bejček et al.,
2006) we got repeatedly into situations when it was very how do the annotators
exactly work, and sometimes even how much they work. e way they work is,
however, crucial in both estimating a fair price of their work, and also in estimating
the correct way annotations should proceed. For information on how we made
preliminary estimation of the speed of annotations and some directions for future
work see Section 7.5.

e log les are nevertheless useful also directly to annotators during their daily
work.eyprovide informationnecessary for persistent undo and redo. Evenwhen
the le has been partially annotated long time ago, an annotator can review the last
steps taken and continue with more information.
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SemLex

6.1 Named entities
As we have already stated, we use a modi ed version of NE classi cation by
Ševčíková et al. (2007) Our types of entities are:

1. “a name of a person or an animal”,
2. “institution”,
3. “location”,
4. “other object” (used for names of books, units of measurement, biological

names of plants and animals),
5. “address”,
6. “time”,
7. “bibliographic entry”,
8. “foreign expression” and
9. “other entity”
Compared to the original, the classi cation is altered because we do not use

embedded entities. In the original, Ševčíková et al. use a bracketing approach, in
which entities of all types are further structured into smaller parts. We also altered
some rules for classifying particular types of entities as follows:

• We do not distinguish names of animals as a distinct type. Animal names are
considered the same type as the names of persons.

• We alsomerge the names of media (newspapers, TV stations,…) with names
of companies. e reasons are mainly: a) it seems arbitrary to distinguish
speci cally names of media. b) It is also oen hard to distinguish whether a
name is a name of media or a company that owns or runs the media. At the
same time there is usually little reason to try to make this distinction.

• Numbers with non-quantifyingmeaning aremergedwith addresses. Since the
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subtypes de ned for this type are zip code, street number and phone/fax
number, this merge is quite natural, especially since these occur mostly as
parts of addresses and we do not annotate any embedded entities.

Some frequent names of persons, institutions or other objects (e.g. lm titles)
are being added into SemLex during annotation (while keeping the information
about their NE type), because this allows for their following occurrences to be pre-
annotated automatically (see Section 7.3). For others, such as common addresses
or bibliographic entries, it makes but little sense, because they most probably will
not reappear during the annotation.

6.2 MWEs from other dictionaries
e base of SemLex has been composed of MWEs extracted from Czech Word-
Net (Smrž, 2003), Eurovoc (eur, 2007) and Dictionary of Czech Phraseology and
Idiomatics (SCFI, Čermák et al., 1994).

For an explanation of a special use of a SCFI subset see Point A in Section 7.3.
e entries added by annotators must have a gloss. Annotators de ne it in-

formally but as well as possible and we extract an example of usage and the basic
form from the annotation automatically. e meaning information in a gloss can
be revised by a lexicographer, based on annotated occurrences.

Most of the MWEs (or potential MWEs, in some cases) that were complied
from the resources described in this section, were actually never used during an-
notation. Nevertheless, it was very bene cial to have an annotation lexicon to start
with.

6.2.1 Eurovoc
Weextracted a huge amount ofmultiword entries from the Eurovoc thesaurus (eur,
2007). Many of them were, however, not MWEs. ey were oen phrases, some-
times whole clauses. Aer some ltering we ended up with 15,176 potential MWEs
that were added to SemLex.

6.2.2 CzechWordNet
We used the Czech WordNet (Smrž, 2003; Pala and Smrž, 2004) in its most up-
to-date development version available at the time. It was signi cantly larger than
then-current public release. It was however also not yet the more recent version
described by Pala and Hlaváčková (2007). We had used this version of CWN pre-
viously in a different annotation project (Bejček et al., 2006).
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A signi cant bene t of CWN is its simple structure and XML implementation.
Since the basic unit of any WordNet is a synset – a set of synonyms, we took ad-
vantage of this and created an entry for each synonym of a synset, storing the other
synonyms in an appropriate attribute of a SemLex entry. ese synonyms proved
quite valuable. Since most CWN entries have no glosses, they also serve as a de n-
ition.

We acquired 11,345 MWEs from CWN and stored them in our preliminary
SemLex.

6.2.3 Dictionary of Czech Phraseology and Idiomatics

By processing an electronic version of Dictionary of Czech Phraseology and Idio-
matics (SCFI) (Čermák et al., 1994) we created 3,985 initial MWEs as entries in
SemLex.

SCFI has several nice properties. First of all, its entries contain a lot of inform-
ation, especially compared to the other two resources we used. Rich explanatory
glosses that even contain examples are one thing worth mentioning. Translation
equivalents in English, German, French and Russian are another very valuable
property, especially considering the dictionary contains large amount of idioms.

e slightly problematic property of the source data we obtained was a propri-
etary 8bit text format that essentially copies the paper version of a dictionary, thus
not giving precise machine-readable distinctions of properties of entries.

6.3 Structure of SemLex

From the technical point of view, SemLex is a simple list of entries. It is stored in
YAML format, whichmakes it easily readable in its source formusing anyUnicode-
aware text editor. Since YAML is a data serialization format and not a markup lan-
guage, it can also store information needed to represent data as objects in the Perl
OO model.

In addition to the SemLex itself we also build an index of basic forms on some
special occasions. It is not needed during annotation, so we do not create the in-
dex normally but it can be called by passing a second parameter to the function
SemLex::load_yaml().

e parameter is evaluated as a BOOL type.
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6.3.1 SemLex entry
An entry is composed of several user-editable attributes, and some read-only and
machine-generated metadata:

- !!perl/hash:SemLex_heslo
BASIC_FORM: vysoké kruhy
CREATED: 070115163056
EXAMPLE: ’’
GLOSS: ’’
ID: 0000017495
LEMMATIZED: vysoký kruh
MODIFIED: 090607124212
MODIFIER: merger
MORPHO_TAGS: AAIP2----3A---- NNIP2-----A----
ORIGID: ’’
POS: ’’
SOURCE: SCFI
SYNONYMS: []
TREE_STRUCT:

-
- kruh
- ~

-
- vysoký
- 0

- !!perl/hash:SemLex_heslo – e rst line of a SemLex entry provides a lot of in-
formation. We describe its parts from the le to the right:

- e hyphen at the beginning of the line, together with indentation of the
lines that follow, indicates that this is an array element in YAML. Re-
member that we said that SemLex is a simple list of its entries. us we
chose to implement is with an array, as it is both sufficient and very
efficient.

!!perl is string says that the array element actually represents a serialisa-
tion of a Perl object.

/hash e object is implemented as a hash.
:Semlex_heslo e object belongs to the class Semlex_heslo.

By “user-editable” we mean editable in SemAnn. Everything is of course editable in the YAML
source format using a text editor, but that is not what a typical user that we have in mind does.
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BASIC_FORM –e basic form of aMWE.We could call it a “lemma” of aMWE,
but we do not nd it suitable for several reasons:

• In many languages including Czech it oen contains word forms in
other than the basic form for the given word on its own. I.e. “vysoké
učení” contains a feminine suffix of the adjective “vysoký” (high) be-
cause of the required agreement in gender with the noun, whereas the
traditional lemma of adjectives in Czech is in the masculine form.

• It could be confused with the attribute “lemmatized” that means some-
thing completely different.

EXAMPLE – An example sentence or collocation that illustrates the prevalent use
of the MWE

GLOSS – Primarily used for an explanation of the MWE, much like in traditional
dictionaries.
Secondary use of this attribute is for additional notes or processing instruc-
tions. Annotators put specially formated notes into this eld to mark that
the entry has some special property that we do not have an attribute for, that
the entry should be removed, or they could indicate that they have just some
other note for the entry. is secondary use of GLOSS and the type of note
was marked by special format of the beginning of the note:

***(<type>) –e entry is aNE that the user wants to add into SemLex.e
usual reason is that the NE is common in the annotated text. When it
is added into SemLex, it can be pre-annotated automatically more ef-
ciently (see Section 7.3 for details). <type> means that at this place

there is a name of one of the types of NEs as described in Section 6.1.
***derived from: <ID> – e entry is derived from another entry that

already exists in SemLex.
***remove – e entry is not a MWE, thus its instances should not be an-

notated and the entry should be removed from SemLex.
***<anything else> – Other notes. e entry must be inspected and

something (other than removing it) must be done.

LEMMATIZED – “Lemmatised BASIC_FORM”, i.e. take the basic form of an entry
and substitute each formwith itsmorphological lemma.is attribute is used
for pre-annotation of entries that have not been annotated yet, so their tree
structure has yet to be identi ed. Formore details see Section 7.3 on page 58.

e notes actually use Czech names of these types.
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MODIFIER – For newly created entries, this attribute is empty regardless whether
they were created by modifying entries from other dictionaries during ori-
ginal creation of SemLex, or whether they were created by annotators during
annotation. Is is used to mark that the entry was modi ed aer its creation
and who last modi ed the entry. See 6.3.1

MORPHO_TAGS – Morphological tags corresponding to the BASIC_FORM. e
tags were acquired automatically by running themorphological tagger of Jan
Hajič (2004).is is a suplementary information that has not been used dur-
ing later stages of annotation. It was implemented for pre-annotation using
only morphological layer or alternativelly only plain text and morphological
tagger. Aer some initial testing we have not used this pre-annotation, so it
does not appear in Section 7.3 and it is not implemented in current SemAnn
work ow.

e morphological tags could however still prove useful if SemLex should
be used for annotatiuon of resources without tectogrammatical layer. en
it could be useful to employ this type of simpler pre-annotation.

ORIGID – If the entry comes from some other existing dictionary, this is the ori-
ginal ID of the entry in that source dictionary (identi ed by the attribute
SOURCE).

POS – e part of speech of the entry as a unit. Usually it corresponds to the part
of speech of the syntactic head of the entry in terms of the underlying tecto-
grammatic tree structure, but there are some exceptions:

N – noun;

A – adjective; trvale udržitelný, ekonomicky aktivní, do očí bijící

V – verb; působit jako blesk z čistého nebe , zaujmout stanovisko, mít dohled,
spadl (komu) kámen ze srdce

D – adverb; e.g. mezi čtyřma očima, na lavičce⁴, or o dům dál

I – interjection;

F – foreign; oen Latin, Greek, but also other idioms that are already “nat-
ive” to the Czech language enough to include them in a dictionary in-
stead of annotating them just as a foreign entity, e.g. hip hop, a la, de
iure.

⁴Trenér Borovička se zatím nerozhodl, zda král střelců Siegl začne v základní sestavě, nebo zase
jen na lavičce.
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N/A – not applicable; used for proverbs, sayings, other idioms forming
whole sentences, or idioms with unclear part of speech, e.g. stručně
řečeno; stal se kozel zahradníkem, Tady je dobrá rada drahá.

e entries in the original SČFI do not carry the information on the part
of speech, so we were not able to ll the attribute in the beginning. us the
entries from SČFI have the POS information only in case they weremanually
edited. In that case the POS is always added, because the SemAnn interface
does not allow the edited entry to be saved without indicating the part of
speech.⁵

SOURCE – Where did the entry come from. Possible values are CWN2a, Eurovoc,
SCFI, or <annotator>. <annotator> means that the entry was created dur-
ing annotations and stands for an identi er of the annotator who created it.
An annotator found a MWE, searched the SemLex for the expression, and
decided a new entry is needed. When the entry is created, the annotator’s
identi er is written as the SOURCE. is attribute is used to trace the ori-
gin of entries during analysis of annotations and when merging individual
annotators’ SemLexes.
When the entry is a result of merging several entries from different sources
(either different source dictionaries or several annotators created the same
entry), the value is a concatenation of the sources. In case that automatic
merge was not possible SOURCE

SYNONYMS – A list of synonyms (implemented as an array). In case of Entries
from WordNet, the synsets were split to individual entries, but the relation
between them was kept via the ORIGID attribute and the basic forms of
the synonymous MWEs were copied into this attribute as the synonyms of
the MWE. is attribute helps annotators to understand an entry’s mean-
ing, especially since most synsets in the WordNet did not have any glosses
or examples. See Section 6.2.2 for more information on entries derived from
WordNet. Occasionally annotators added synonyms manually, if they just
happened to think about them when using an entry. It was however by no
means systematic work and it was not one of the goals of annotation.

TREE_STRUCT –e tree structure of an entry. It is implemented as an array (see
above in the example entry). Each node in this tree structure has only two
attributes: its tectogrammatical lemma, and an effective parent (identi ed
by an index in the array).⁶ is much simpli ed tectogrammatical repres-

⁵For details of the SemAnn user interface to SemLex see Section 5.1.
⁶’∼’means ’undef ’, i.e. the node is a root of the tree structure, because it does not have an effective

parent. Indices start from zero, i.e. zero means the rst element.
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entation of an entry is sufficient for our purpose. It is a key to the most ad-
vanced pre-annotation that we employ: identi cation of future occurrences
of the same tree structure in the text. is pre-annotation requires n-TrEd.
See discussion of various types of pre-annotation in Section 7.3.
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Annotation

We have completed annotation of the t-layer of the PDT with NEs and MWEs. All
the MWEs that were annotated are part of annotation lexicon SemLex. A large part
of data was annotated in parallel. Table 7.1 shows how much data was annotated
by 1, 2, or 3 annotators in parallel, compared to the size of PDT (t-data). e last
column just indicates that we have indeed annotated all the data of PDT 2.0 t-layer.

parallel annot. 1 2 3 PDT 2+3/PDT */PDT
t- les 1,288 1,412 465 3,165 59% 100%
t-nodes 248,448 343,834 82,683 674,965 63% 100%

Table 7.1: Annotated data

A total of 8,816 SemLex entries were used during annotations, 5,352 of those
entries were created by annotators. All of these entries now have tree structures as
part of their entries, as described in Section 6.3.1.

7.1 Hypothesis of a contiguous tectogrammatical
structure of a MWE

Analysis of tree structures of MWEs in SemLex con rms our hypothesis. All the
multiword expressions can be represented by a single contiguous tree structure.
ere is only one exception, but even that is more theoretical than practical prob-
lem.

WhenMWEs appear in coordinating constructions, e.g. červené a bílé víno (red
and white wine), the common part of the expressions is not repeated. According
to Mikulová et al. (2006) in this type of coordination the t-node common to both
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MWEs should actually be duplicated, because these are clearly two different ob-
jects. e rule serves the purpose of distinguishing a coordination of two objects
from a coordination of attributes of one object. From what we observed, however,
the rule was not very well observed. ere are many coordinations where the com-
mon part of twoMWEs is represented by only one t-node, as in the example above.

erefore we had no choice but to implement our tree structure of MWEs via
“effective parent” relation, that skips coordinating conjunctions. at solves one
problem well, but creates another one. ere are MWEs that include coordinating
conjunctions. And since these conjunctions are skipped when we construct tree
structures of MWEs, resulting tree structures are contiguous with the exception of
the conjunctions that remain unattached.

Pre-annotation of these MWEs still works, for the same reason that creates the
unattached conjunctions: we use the effective parent relation, so we do not need
the conjunctions.

7.2 Hypothesis of one tectogrammatical structure per
MWE

Because MWEs tend to occur repeatedly in a text, we have decided to test pre-
annotation both for speed improvement and for improving the consistency of an-
notations. We use an assumption that all occurrences of a MWE share the same
tectogrammatical tree structure. We can call this assumption “One tree per MWE,”
and view it as a modi cation of famous assumption “One sense per collocation” of
Yarowsky (1993). In the surface representation of the MWE, there are no restric-
tions on the word order other than those imposed by the tree structure itself. Our
assumption is however more inspired by an idea of Holub and Böhmová (2000),
who proposed to use so called “Dependency microcontext structures (DMCS)” in
information retrieval. DMCS were inspired by tectogrammatical tree structures,
but modi ed a bit for easier extraction and handling. In contrast, we use tecto-
grammatical structures as they are.

771 SemLex entries have been used with more than one tectogrammatical tree
structure in the annotated data.

Below we analyse several of the most important sources of these inconsistent
t-trees (see Figure 7.1) and possible improvements:

• Occasional lemmatisation errors. ey are not very frequent, but there is no
efficient way to nd and correct them before the annotations. So there is not
much we can do but it is not very important. Our annotations can however
serve as a source for automatic corrections.
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ID 0000000636:
24x: --- 2x: --- 2x: ---
- - -

- zákoník - zákon - zákoník
- ~ - ~ - ~

- - -
- občanský - občanský - Občanský
- 0 - 0 - 0

Figure 7.1:ree different tree structures in data for the SemLex entry 0000000636:
“občanský zákoník”.

– Občanský (Citizen (adj.)) in Figure 7.1 is a good example of bad lem-
matisation.More typical cases of mixing literal and idiomatic meaning:

– jižní Korea vs. Jižní Korea (southern vs. South Korea),
– rudé právo vs. Rudé právo (red law vs. e Red Law, i.e. a Czechoslovak

communist newspaper)

e occasional incorrectly lemmatised occurrence must be identi ed by an-
notators manually.

• Annotator’s mistake (not marking correct words). When an annotator makes
an error while marking a rst occurrence of a MWE, the tree representation
that gets stored in SemLex is incorrect. As a result, pre-annotation gives false
positives or fails to work.
It is therefore necessary to allow annotators to correct the tree structure of a
SemLex entry, i.e. extend functionality of the annotation tool. Once all the
types of pre-annotation are employed, this error can happen only once, be-
cause all the following occurrences of a MWE are pre-annotated automatic-
ally. We are currently working on these improvements.

• Gender opposites, diminutives and augmentatives.ese are currently repres-
ented by variations of t-lemma. We believe that they should be represented
by attributes of t-nodes that could be roughly equivalent to some of the lex-
ical functions in the Meaning-text theory (see Mel’čuk (1996)). is should
be tackled in some future version of PDT. Once resolved it would allow us
to identify following (and many similar) cases automatically.

– obchodní ředitel vs. obchodní ředitelka
(lit.: managing director-man vs. m. director-woman)
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– rodinný dům vs. rodinný domek
(lit.: family house vs. family little-house; but the diminutive domek
means basically “family house”)

Currently we annotate these cases with the same MWE, but all the instances
with the derived variants of t-lemma (like ředitelka or domek must be iden-
ti ed manually (see Section 7.3).

• Newly established t-nodes corresponding to elided parts of MWEs in coordina-
tions. Since t-layer contains many newly established t-nodes, many of which
cannot generate a surface word, our original decision was to hide all of these
nodes from annotators and generate for them pure surface sentence. is
decision resulted however in the current situation, when some MWEs in
coordinations cannot be correctly annotated. For instance První a druhá
světová válka (First and Second World War) is a coordination of two mul-
tiword lexemes. A tectogrammatical tree that includes it does have newly
established t-nodes for “world” and “war” of the rst lexeme but they are
elided in the surface sentence.

Up to nowwehave not found anyMWEsuch that its structure cannot be repres-
ented by a single tectogrammatical tree. 1.1% of all occurrenceswere not connected
graphs, but this happened due to errors in data and due to our incorrect handling
of coordinations with newly established t-nodes (see above). is corroborates our
assumption that (disregarding errors) all occurrences of aMWEshare the same tree
structure. As a result, we started storing the tree structures in the SemLex entries
and employ them in pre-annotation (D). is also allows us to use pre-annotation
(C).

7.3 Pre-annotation
We employed four types of pre-annotation, only some of which are based on the
assumption of unique tree structure (see Section 7.1):

A) External pre-annotation provided by Milena Hnátková (see Hnátková, 2002).
With each MWE a set of rules is associated that limits possible forms and sur-
face word order of parts of aMWE.is approach was devised for corpora that
are not syntactically annotated and is very time consuming.

B) Our one-time pre-annotation with those MWEs from SemLex that have been
previously used in annotation, and as a result of that, they already have a tree
structure as a part of their entry.
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C) Dynamic pre-annotation as in B, only with the SemLex entries that have been
recently added by an annotator.

D) When an annotator tags an occurrence of aMWE in the text, other occurrences
of this MWE in the article are identi ed automatically.
is is exactly what happens:

1) Tree structure of the selected MWE is identi ed via n-TrEd
2) e tree structure is added to the MWE’s entry in SemLex
3) All the sentences in the given le are searched for the same MWE using its

tree structure (via n-TrEd)
4) Other occurrences returned by n-TrEd are tagged with this MWE’s ID, but

these occurrences receive an additional attribute “auto”, which identi es
them (both in the s- les and visually in the annotation tool) as annotated
automatically.

Pre-annotation (A) was executed once for all of the PDT. (B) is performed each
time we merge MWEs added by annotators into the main SemLex. We carry out
this annotation in one batch for all PDT les remaining to annotate. (C) is done
for each le while it is being opened in the annotation environment. (D) happens
each time the annotator adds a new MWE into SemLex and uses it to annotate
an occurrence in the text. In subsequent les instances of this MWE are already
annotated in step (C), and later even in (B).

Aer the pilot annotation without pre-annotation (D) we have compared in-
stances of the same tags and found that 10.5% of repeatedMWEs happened to have
two different tree representations. In the nal data it is 771 entries out of 8,816
entries that were used, i.e. 8.75%.

7.4 Measuring the inter-annotator agreement
During the annotations we employed four annotators. ree of them annotated a
signi cant amount of work, the fourth, who is notmentioned elsewhere in this text,
helped with various experiments. e annotator identi ed by name sta replaced
annotator sid, while vim worked with us during whole course of the project.

Below we give examples and describe parallel data of just one pair of annotat-
ors: (sid, vim). We saw little use in lling text with all the numbers for both pairs
of annotators. In some places, where it seems meaningful, however, we report for
instance the kappa scores fully.

e ratio of general named entities versus SemLex entries was approx. 52:48
for annotator sid and 50:50 in the case of annotator vim. is, and some other
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comparisons are given in Table 7.2. Both annotators processed 1090 les in parallel.
e data consists of 350,177 tokens representing 284,029 t-nodes.

type of MWE sid vim
SemLex entries – instances 9,427 9,477
- total entries used 4,472 4,067
Named Entities 10,208 9,621
- address 20 2
- biblio 4 14
- foreign 83 50
- institution 2,344 1,928
- location 619 700
- object 1,046 1,299
- other 1,188 1,498
- person/animal 3,246 3,232
- time 1,658 898

Table 7.2: Annotated instances of signi cant types of MWEs by annotators sid and
vim

7.4.1 e measure – weighted kappa
In this section our primary goal is to assess whether with our current methodology
we produce reliable annotations of MWEs. To that end we measure the amount
of inter-annotator agreement that is above chance. Our attempt exploits weighted
kappa measure κw Cohen (1968).

e reason for using a weighted measure is essential for our task: we do not
know which parts of sentences are MWEs and which are not. erefore annotators
work with all words and even if they do not agree on the type of a particular MWE,
it is still an agreement on the fact that this t-node is a part of some MWE and thus
should be tagged. is means we have to allow for partial agreement on a tag.

ere are, however, a few sources of complications in measuring agreement of
our task even by κw:

• Each tag of a MWE identi es a subtree of a tectogrammatical tree (represen-
ted on the surface by a set ofmarkedwords).is allows for partial agreement
of tags at the beginning, at the end, but also in the middle of a surface inter-
val (in a sentence). Instead, standardmeasures likeκ assumes xed, bounded
items, which are assigned some categories.

• ere is no clear upper bound as to how many (and how long) MWEs there
are in texts. Cohen’s κw counts agreement on known items and these are the
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same for both annotators. On the other hand, we want to somehow count
agreement on the fact, that given word is not a part of MWE.

• ere is not a clear and simple way to estimate the amount of agreement by
chance, because it must include the partial agreements mentioned above.

Since we want to keep our agreement calculation as simple as possible but we
also need to take into account the issues above, we have decided (as mentioned
above) to start from κw as de ned in Artstein and Poesio (2007): κw = 1− Do

De
=

Ao−Ae

1−Ae
(explanation in Equation 7.2) and to make a few adjustments to allow for

an agreement on non-annotation and an estimated upper bound. We explain these
adjustments in following paragraphs on the example of paralled data of annotators
sid and vim and we summary quantitative data for this pair in Table 7.3.

Because we do not know how many MWEs there are in our texts, we need to
calculate the agreement over all t-nodes, rather than just the t-nodes that “should be
annotated”.is alsomeans that the theoreticalmaximal agreement (upper bound)
U cannot be 1. If it was 1, it would be saying that all nodes are part of MWEs.

Since we know that U < 1 but we do not know its exact value, we use the
estimated upper bound Û (see Equation 7.1). Because we calculate Û over all t-
nodes, we need to account not only for agreement on tagging a t-node, but also for
agreement on a t-node not being a part of a MWE, i.e. not tagged at all. is allows
us to positively discriminate the cases where annotators agree that a t-node is not
a part of a MWE from the cases where one annotator annotates a t-node and the
other one does not, which is evidently worse.

If N is the number of all t-nodes in our parallel data and nA∪B is the number
of t-nodes annotated by at least one annotator, then we estimate Û as follows:

Û =
nA∪B

N
+ 0.051 · N − nA∪B

N
= 0.213. (7.1)

e weight 0.051 used for scoring the t-nodes that were not annotated is ex-
plained below (c = 4). Because Û includes all the disagreements of the annotators,
we believe that the real upper bound U lies somewhat below it and the agreement
value 0.213 is not something that should (or could) be achieved. It is however based
on the assumption that the data we have not yet seen have similar proportion of
MWEs as the data we have used for the upper bound estimate.

To account for partial agreement we divide the t-nodes into 5 classes c and
assign each class a weight wc as follows:

c = 1 If the annotators agree on the exact tag from SemLex, we get maximum
information: w1 = 1.

e same calculations are done for our other pair: sta and vim.
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c = 2 If they agree that the t-node is a part of a NE or they agree that it is a part of
some entry from SemLex, but they do not agree which NE or which entry,
we estimate we get about a half of the information compared to when c = 1:
w2 = 0.5.

c = 3 If they agree that the t-node is a part of a MWE, but disagree whether a NE
or an entry from SemLex, it is again half the information compared to when
c = 2, so w3 = 0.25.

c = 4 If they agree that the t-node is not a part of a MWE, w4 = 0.051. is
low value of w accounts for frequency of t-nodes that are not a part of a
MWE, as estimated from data: Agreement on not annotating provides the
same amount of information as agreement on annotating, but we have to
take into account higher frequency of t-nodes that are not annotated:

w4 = w3 ·
∑

annotated∑
not annotated

≈ 0.051.

We can see that two ideal annotators who agree on all their assignments
could not reach high agreement measure, since they naturally leave some t-
nodes without an annotation and even if they are the same t-nodes for both
of them, this agreement is weighted by w4. Now we can look back at Equa-
tion 7.1 and see that Û is exactly the agreement which two ideal annotators
reach.
It should be explained why we do not need to corrected upper bound when
workingwithweightedmeasures likeκw.ere areweights for some types of
disagreement in κw to distinguish “better” disagreement from “worse” one.
But it is still a disagreement and annotators could agree completely. While
in our task this class c = 4 represents agreement of its kind. e reason why
we do not count it as an agreement is the biased resulting measure, if we do
so. e lesser they annotate the higher the agreement would be (with the
extreme case of κ = 1 when they annotate nothing).

c = 5 If the annotators do not agree whether to annotate a t-node or not, w5 = 0.

e numbers of t-nodes nc and weights w per class c are given in Table 7.3.
Now that we have estimated the upper bound of agreement Û and the weights

w for all t-nodes we can calculate our version of weighted κw:

We have also measured standard κ without weights. All partial disagreements were treated as
full disagreements. In κ1 we counted every non-annotated t-node as a disagreement, too; in κ2

we think of non-annotation as a new category (with common agreement). And the difference is
quite clear (κ1 = 0.04 and κ2 = 0.68) although κ is an agreement above chance and the expected
agreement by chance was also different in κ1 and κ2.
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κU
w =

Ao − Ae

Û − Ae

=
De −Do

Û − 1 +De

. (7.2)

Ao is the observed agreement of annotators and Ae is the agreement expected
by chance (which is similar to a concept of baseline in measuring systems (parsers,
taggers, etc.)). κU

w is thus a simple ratio of our observed agreement above chance
and maximum agreement above chance. In equivalent (and oen used) de nition,
Do and De are observed and expected disagreements.

Weights w come into account in calculation of Ao and Ae.
We calculate Ao by multiplying the number of t-nodes in each category c by

that category’s weight wc (see Table 7.3), summing these ve weighted sums and
dividing this sum of all the observed agreement in the data by the total number of
t-nodes:

Ao,sid,vim =
1

N

5∑
c=1

wcnc
.
= 0.162.

Ae is the probability of agreement expected by chance over all t-nodes. is
means it is the sum of the weighted probabilities of all the combinations of all the
tags that can be obtained by a pair of annotators. Every possible combination of
tags (including not tagging a t-node) falls into one of the categories c and thus gets
the appropriate weightw. (Let us say a combination of tags i and j has a probability
pij and is weighted by wij .)

We estimated these probabilities from annotated data

Ae,sid,vim =
SemLex∑

i

SemLex∑
j

nqiA

NA

nqjB

NB

wij ≈ 0.047 ,

where nqiA is the number of lexicon entry qi in annotated data from annotator A
and NA is the amount of t-nodes given to annotator A. Here, the non-annotation
is treated like any other label assigned to a t-node.

e resulting κU
w is then

κU
w =

Ao − Ae

Û − Ae

.
= 0.695.

We introduced improved κU
w measure, which is weighted kappa with the upper

bound moved from the value 1. is measure is the best t for our problem that we
were able to come up with.

7.4.2 Analysis of the disagreement
Whenwe analyse disagreement and partial agreement we nd that most cases have
to do with SemLex entries rather than NEs. is is mostly due to the de ciencies
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Figure 7.2: Weighted kappa per annotation type (colour line), a pair of annotators,
and batches of annotated les (data points).
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of the dictionary and its size (annotators could not explore each of almost 30,000
of SemLex entries). Our current methodology, which relies too much on searching
the SemLex, is also to blame. is should, however, improve by employing pre-
annotations (B) and (C).

One more reason for disagreement consists in the fact that there are cases for
whichnon-trivial knowledge of theworld is needed: “JangDi PertuanAgong Sultan
Azlan Shah, the sultan of the state of Perak, […] ew back to Perak.” Is “Sultan
Azlan Shah” still a part of the name or is it (or a part of it) a title?

e last important cause of disagreement is simple: both annotators identify the
same part of text as MWE instances, but while searching the SemLex they choose
different entry as the tags. is can be recti ed by:

• Removing duplicate entries from SemLex (currently there are many almost
identical entries originating from Eurovoc and Czech WordNet).

• Imploring improved pre-annotation B and C, as mentioned above.

7.5 Estimation of annotation intervals and speed
One of the reasons to implement detailed logs of all the annotations (see Sec-
tion 5.2) was to allow detailed analysis of the time aspect of annotations. By “time
aspect” we do not mean just checking, how much time it takes annotators to tag
the data, even though this is an important information too. We wanted to make
it possible to ask any number of questions: Is there correlation between annota-
tion speed and frequency of work? Does the speed increase or decrease in long
stretches of continuous work? In how long intervals do annotators tend to work?
Is the number of tags per minute/hour more or less constant?

In Figure 7.3 we can see some inter- and -intra annotator variance in speed. It
seems there are some clear tendencies: annotators tend to have their own speed,
as shown by the splines. ey also show different amount of variance in speed,
especially annotator sid’s speed is visibly more stable.

We analysed the speed of work during annotations to gain some basic insight
into the time it actually takes annotators to create the amount of data they annot-
ated. At this moment we must emphasise that we by no means imply some distrust
within our project. Let the kind reader try to estimate how much time he/she spent
thismorning actually producing somework, be that writing a paper, writing a code,
or anything else. It is by no means easy to estimate clean work time without some
aid. So our aid were the log les.

Wewrote a script tries to establish “work intervals” as follows: It simply takes all
logs in a given batch of annotated les, extracts the timestamps, transforms them
into POSIX time (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Unix_time), and sorts this
list of integers. en we try to approximate work intervals by setting two variables:

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Unix_time
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Figure 7.3: Average speed of each annotator for each batch that he/she annotated.
Grey vertical bars show 5% error intervals.

fluency and start.e default is fluency = 300, whichmeans that as long as two
timestamps are less than 300 seconds apart, it is considered a continuous ( uent)
work. e value of start is how much time we add to the length of interval of work
on account of starting the work (start the computer, open the le, etc.) before rst
tag is logged. Default value is start = 60 (sec). So we split the list of timestamps
into intervals, when there is at least 1 new timestamp every 5minutes, add aminute
to each interval and that gives us work intervals for each batch of les. We then di-
vided the length of intervals by the number of timestamps in them to get an average
speed of work in each interval. Finally average speeds counted over all intervals in
a given batch of work are given in Figure 7.3.
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Agreement Disagreement
Annotated Not annot.

Agr. on NE / SL entry
Full agr. Disagr.

class c 1 2 3 4 5
# of t-nodes n 31,290 2,864 1,555 235,739 11,790
weight w 1 0.5 0.25 0.051 0
wcnc 31,290 1,432 388.75 12,022 0

Table 7.3: e agreement per class and the associated weights for annotators sid a
vim over the data they annotated in parallel (batches 04–17).

annotation type 3
annotators sid, vim
batch number 04 05 06 07 08 10 11 12 13
number of les 89 72 85 87 45 3 69 50 69
κUw 0.6714 0.7474 0.7289 0.7312 0.7029 0.6622 0.6162 0.6703 0.6804
annotation type 4
annotators sid, vim
batch number 14 15 16 17
number of les 99 124 146 152
κUw 0.6940 0.7196 0.7162 0.6703
annotation type 8
annotators sta, vim
batch number 21 34 35
number of les 81 147 162
κUw 0.7576 0.6958 0.7361

Table 7.4: Kappa per annotation type. ese are all the data that were annotated in
parallel.
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Chapter 8

Conclusions and Future work

8.1 Conclusions
Several years ago, wewere thinking about the bestway to beginworking on improv-
ing the state of t-lemmas: to push them a bit forward, from the legacy of surface
layer they still carry, towards deeper representation of lexicalmeaning.Our conclu-
sionwas, partly due to our previous experiencewith annotation usingCzechWord-
Net as the annotation lexicon (Holub, 2003; Bejček et al., 2006), that we should start
by identifying multiword expressions.

We came forward with two hypotheses based on the properties of dependency
syntax and speci cally of the tectogrammatical description: 1) at each MWE
should form a single contiguous dependency structure, and 2) at all instances of
a MWE should share the same dependency structure.

Aer examining a possibility of annotating t-trees directly we came with an
idea of an annotation tool that presents a continuous plain text, but links the plain
text to the underlying tectogrammatical structure, from which it is generated.

We proceeded to implement the annotation tool. As an integral part of the tool,
we created a system of several types of pre-annotation of data. e most effective
pre-annotation is based on the assumptions about tree structures of MWEs. We
also devised a simple and efficient way for storing the annotation in a (relatively)
human readable and still PML-compliant form by introducing s-data. As an im-
portant part of the annotation environment, we implemented detailed logs of the
annotation that helped us to (at least to some extent) estimate the speed and price
of annotation.

We also created a TrEd extension in order to be able to visualise and search
s-data together with t-data in TrEd. e extension also provides means to create
enriched t-layer that includes MWE annotation. is data can then be used for
instance on a PML-TQ server without further dependency on the original s-data.

69
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During our annotation two annotators at a time have annotated multiword ex-
pressions and named entities in the whole PDT 2.0 (t-layer). One of the annotators,
whowaswith us for thewhole duration of the project, actually annotated about half
of the PDT herself.

One of the important result of the annotations is our annotation lexicon Sem-
Lex: It consists of all the MWEs identi ed during annotations. All SemLex entries
contain tectogrammatical tree structures.

In Section 7.3 we show that the richer and the more consistent the tecto-
grammatical annotation, the better the possibilities for automatic pre-annotation
that minimises human errors. In the analysis of inter-annotator agreement in Sec-
tion 7.4.1 we show that a weighted measure that accounts for partial agreement as
well as estimation of maximal agreement is needed. We present such a measure,
deriving it from Cohen’s weighted kappa.

e resulting κU
w has actually been gradually improving (cf. Bejček et al.,

2008) as we were cleaning up the annotation lexicon, and employing more pre-
annotation.

We have shown that the hypotheses about tree structures of MWEs hold,
provided the tectogrammatical layer is correctly annotated. In this respect, our
data, especially the places, where different t-structures were (on purpose!) annot-
ated with the sameMWE from SemLex, also provide valuable information for both
correcting errors and implementing new features in future versions of PDT.

e annotation tool sem-ann is freely available under a permissive licence. e
annotated data and the annotation lexicon SemLex are also available and will be
also published by the Linguistic data consortium. e TrEd extension is available
to any TrEd user in the standard extensions repository and is available under the
same permissive licence as sem-ann. For details on availability of tools, data, and
licence, see http://ufal.mff.cuni.cz/lexemann/mwe/.

We believe, however, that we still didn’t manage to to properly process all the
information that we have acquired during annotation and interesting work still
remains to be done.

8.2 Future work
Considering the price of annotation, it is interesting, how much the annotation
process itself stays out of focus of the researchers who create annotated data. Read-
ing the papers and listening to presentations on NLP conferences and the various

e only exception (there must always be one, aer all) is in the coordinating conjunctions:
since our MWE tree structures are built using the “effective parent” relation, the coordinating con-
junctions are le apart, as they are not the effective parents of their (non-effective) children nodes.

http://ufal.mff.cuni.cz/lexemann/mwe/
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annotation workshops, one cannot help but see this approach: e data is very in-
teresting, so let us just create it somehow. Almost never is there any published in-
formation on the annotation process, factors that in uence quality of data, or the
price of the results.

Logs are a very good source of this valuable information. ey can provide
an insight into what is actually going on during annotation. orough statistical
analysis of the logs can provide unbiased information that is hard to get any other
way. Better analysis of logs together with s- les can perhaps improve estimation
of the real cost of annotation. We have done this during annotation to some extent
(see Section 7.5), but ourmethod is not particularly sophisticated and we just more
or less guessed the uency constant for the annotation intervals.

As a small sample of what can be done with the data, we present some further
information on the time aspect of annotation work. We decided to have a look at
the distribution of times between two consecutive annotation actions . We hoped
that it can give usmore information for properly handling the uency of annotation
intervals discussed in Section 7.5.

We leave it to real statisticians to examine the data more carefully, but our im-
pression is that we used needlessly high value of uency in our initial estimations
described in Section 7.5. What is however quite striking in the plots in Figure 8.1
and Figure 8.2, is the similarity of the histograms. Even though they are not nor-
malised to disregard the different amount of data annotated by each person, the
distributions point to a remarkable similarity in behaviour of all three annotators.
Compare for instance the distribution for the times up to ve seconds. We do not
have any explanation or even hypotheses for the uniform raise at 1 second , drop
at 2, raise at three, etc. It seems to be an interesting point to examine, however.

But the analysis can go further and, to formulate the problem in economic
terms, try to examine in general what factors in uence the price of a (correct) tag.
What is the relation of speed, length of work intervals, time of day, order of pro-
cessing of the le, and other factors? We give only a very brief glimpse of one of
the factors – speed of annotation, but in our opinion thorough statistical analysis
of log les is an important source of information also for future annotation pro-
jects. It may be possible to maximise the efficiency of annotation by experiment-
ally identifying the positive and negative factors. Some of the factors can be quite
universal, such as worse concentration aer n hours of work, but some may be
quite individual (e.g. working in the morning, or on Saturdays…). If some positive
and negative factors in uencing annotation can indeed be identi ed, annotation
guidelines, both for the project and for the individual annotator can be appropri-
ately modi ed to maximise the positive and avoid the negative factors.

A helpful suggestion of Zdeněk Žabokrtský.
histograms actually indicate a lower bound of an interval. 2 seconds thus means ⟨1, 2), etc.
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Figure 8.1: A histogram showing how many times (y) did an annotator place the
next tag exactly x seconds aer the previous one.
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Figure 8.2: Detail of the histogram in Figure 8.1 in an interval where we have placed
our uency value for the preliminary experiment with clustering of work into an-
notation intervals (f = 300, see Section 7.5 and Figure 7.3).
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It is of course possible that in the end no such factors can actually be estimated
reliably, at least from our data. But currently we are in a position to seriously exam-
ine the possibility and to nd out.at is more than has been done until now in any
annotation project that we know of. From the little that we can see from our limited
experiments, there is already some interesting data that requires interpretation.
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